Within the central auditory system, the central nucleus of the inferior colliculus (ICC) is a station where all stimulus information converges. Furthermore, it is a target for auditory prostheses due to its tonotopic order and surgical accessibility [1] . To better understand the functional organization of this important nucleus, response similarity along the frequency gradient and within iso-frequency laminae were investigated. Furthermore, the neural discrimination was compared between pooled simultaneous and non-simultaneous responses.
gradient using double shank electrodes or within two iso-frequency lamina using double tetrode electrodes.
We investigated response similarity along these two dimensions of the ICC for multi-unit thresholded spike trains, local field potentials and voltage traces. We evaluated the correlation dependencies of multi-unit pairs on their spatial distance, difference in best-frequency and similarity of the frequency tuning curves. The presence of a distributed code would imply that the interplay of several multi-units leads to better representation of the complex sound. We have tested this by comparing neural discrimination between pooled sets of simultaneously recorded responses to non-simultaneously recorded ones. The latter was obtained by randomly shuffling the trials. We used linear discriminant analysis for the classification. The extracted features were firing rates of time windows over the duration of the longest vocalizations.
We found that the averaged correlation of single spiketrains is much lower than correlation of poststimulus time histograms (PSTH). This is partly due to the high trial-trial variability which is averaged out in the PSTHs. Correlation decreases with distance ('μm' and 'best frequency') along the tonotopic gradient, see Figure 1 . Within an iso-frequency lamina though it does not decrease with μm-distance. This redundancy within the iso-frequency laminae but not along the tonotopic gradient has implications for arrays to electrically stimulate the ICC.
There is no significant difference in neural discrimination performance for simultaneous and non-simultaneous responses which could be found from the multi-unit responses.
